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Background

Hypothesis
Participants will recall faces presented on the beat
of naturalistic music more accurately than faces
presented off the beat of the music.

Participants
• 30 Young Adults: 8 Male, 22 Female; Avg.
Age = 22 Years
• Mean Education = 14.9 Years
• Average amount of musical experience in
the past 10 years = 5.6 Years
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Study 2
Part 1: Face Encoding
• Same stimuli as in Study 1
• Instead of upright/inverted decision (all faces
were upright), made gender decision
(male/female)
Part 2: Face Memory Recall
• Viewed 60 faces randomized between all faces
from Part 1 and 20 new faces
• Indicated if they had seen the face before
(“same”) or had not (“different”)
• Rated confidence in decision
Part 3: Beat Alignment Task
• Task created by Iverson and Patel to evaluate
4
participants’ ability to perceive musical beat
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Study 1: u = upright i = inverted
Study 2: 1 = male 2 = female

Questions for follow ups:
• What can predict benefits of musical
attentional entrainment?

Study 1
Significant difference for correct reaction times
between Silent and Off-Beat conditions, and
between On-Beat and Off-Beat conditions

Study 2
Significant difference for correct memory recall
(Hit – False Alarms) between On-Beat and OffBeat conditions
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• Musical experience does not predict and
is not correlated with the benefits of
visual long term memory via musical
attentional entrainment

Follow Up Studies

Results
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• Attentional entrainment through
naturalistic music can enhance higherorder cognition – in this case visual long
term memory encoding

• Ability to perceive beat does not predict
and is not correlated with the benefits of
visual long term memory via musical
attentional entrainment
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• Can attentional entrainment enhance
higher-order cognition, such as visual longterm memory encoding?
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Our Questions
• Can naturalistic music entrain attentional
resources?

• Attention can be entrained by naturalistic
music

ATTENTION

• Rhythm improves visual attention and
reaction times - participants who saw
images presented on the beat of a drum
track were more quickly able to distinguish
images as upright or inverted compared to
when the same images were presented off
the beat or in silence2, 3

Participants were in one of three face presentation conditions:
1. On-Beat
2. Off-Beat
3. Silence
Study 1
Part
1:
Face
Encoding
• Heard naturalistic background music at 75 bpm
• Saw 40 faces presented for 750ms on random
beats (not always beat 1); presentation shifted
by 450ms for off-beat condition
• Decided if faces were upright/inverted
ATTENTION

• Dynamic Attending Theory (Jones, 1976)
- attention is not distributed evenly across
time, but instead oscillates. Regularlyoccurring environmental events (i.e.,
rhythm) can entrain attention and influence
1
when attention peaks

Conclusions

Methods
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Studies Conducted:
• We ran 24 older adults (64+ years in age)
on this study and did not find the same
results as we did with young adults
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